THE WINGS OF AN ANGEL
A prayer for an angel to watch over you,
enfolding you in loving wings. A pair of
celestial wings, folded peacefully over
each other, offers a loving benediction.
Sterling silver; pendant on 18" chain.
J10456 Angel Wings Earrings $25
J20782 Angel Wings Pendant $60

actual size

I bind to myself today: God’s power to guide
me, God’s might to uphold me, God’s wisdom to teach
me, God’s eye to watch over me, God’s ear to hear me...
A moebius strip is a two-dimensional surface with only one side, a
loop that truly never ends. This bracelet has the prayer of St. Patrick
running across the entire moebius-shaped surface, a fitting homage
to the power of the infinite. Sterling silver. Made in USA.
J52180 St. Patrick’s Prayer Bracelet $120

NEW! EWE & HIM

EXCLUSIVE! There are two sides to many subjects, even to sheep. Display this
pillow with the image of a charming sheep, a flower in her ear, or flip it for a view
of a handsome ram. Can’t decide? Get two pillows to show both at once. 18” x
18”. Made in USA. Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
D50053 Ewe/Ram Pillow $35
SAVE $10! Buy two for $60
actual size

ROCK OF AGES

Stone from the very land of
Ireland—Connemara marble—
sits at the heart of this Celtic
cross, a statement of faith
solid as a rock. The arms
of the cross gleam and
glitter with marcasite, the
distinctive ring glows silver.
A uniquely Irish sterling silver
pendant on 18" chain.
J30031 Connemara Marble
Celtic Cross $89

MARK OF DISTINCTION

actual size

A MOMENT OF
PEACE
TRINITY

A trinity knot centers this
cross, invoking the lasting
union of Father, Son and Holy
Spirit, shining for eternity.
Sterling silver on 18" chain.
J30017 Trinity Knot
Cross $45

The lion rampant, the royal emblem of
Scottish kings, makes an adornment of quiet
distinction. Golden lion and eternal knotwork
gleam against dark oxidized silver, trimmed
with polished silver for a statement of elegant
nobility. Sterling and 10k gold. Designed by Keith Jack. Sizes 5-15.
J70042 Scottish Lion Rampant Ring $295

As an angel serenely waits, a
dove of peace briefly alights
on her hand. They share a
moment of quiet connection
before the dove takes flight.
Cold-cast bronze; for indoor
use only. 5½" tall.
D20018 Sitting Angel with
Dove $42

Elegant thistles, the revered
emblem of Scotland, bloom with
a shining heart of genuine amethyst.
Finely-detailed sterling silver; pendant on 18" chain.
J10266 Amethyst Thistle Earrings $85
actual size
J20489 Amethyst Thistle Pendant $55
SAVE $20! Buy both for $120

ENAMELED PILL BOXES

Forsake the plastic bottle from the
Swirly Star
Red Triskelion
Emerald Celtic Cross
pharmacy and carry your remedies in
(Large size only)
(Large size only)
(Large size only)
a decorative metallic pill box. Hinged
top fastens securely over a plastic-lined compartment deep enough to store even the largest tablets.
Large size has a compartment divided into three equal sections to organize your capsules.
Standard size available in six designs as shown; large size available in Emerald Celtic
Cross, Triskelion (Red or Amethyst) or Swirly Star.
D24010 Enameled Pill Box $25 | D24000 Large Pill Box $30
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Cat Lovers
(Standard only)

Shamrock
(Standard only)

Triskelion
(Standard only)

Trinity Heart
(Standard only)

REMEMBER

A symbol of remembrance, the elegant,
simple form of the poppy is here presented,
blossom and leaf, in a sterling silver pin.
J60053 Poppy Pin $45
actual size

SCOTTISH THISTLES

Large Amethyst
Triskelion
actual size

Eternal Knot
(Standard only)

TOAST TO THE SCOTS

Here’s tae the heath, the hill and the heather,
The bonnet, the plaid, the kilt and the feather.
—Scottish toast
Enjoy your finest whisky from these shot glasses decorated with
Scottish thistle or with a stag and thistle. Glass is separate from
pewter base for easy cleaning. 33⁄4" high, holds 2 oz. Made in UK.
D63021 Thistle Shot Glass $30 | D63022 Stag Shot Glass $30

actual size

ST. PATRICK’S PRAYER

actual size

reversible!

TAKE TEA IN SCOTLAND

Take a wee trip to Scotland whenever you make a nice cup of tea. Bone China
mugs and tea bag holders feature a fabled Highland cow or Scottish thistle.
Each says “Scotland” to take your heart to the Highlands.
D63027 Thistle Mug, 11oz. $15 | D68027 Thistle Tea Bag Holder $8
D63032 Cow Mug, 13oz. $15 | D68026 Cow Tea Bag Holder $8
SAVE $5! Buy a Mug and matching Tea Bag Holder for $18

Standard Thistle
actual size

gaelsong.com

1.800.205.5790

HIGHLAND
WARMTH

Invite a bit of the
Highlands to your
home. Woven in
the small Scottish
village of Keith, these
warm wool throws
feature a Highland
cow or wild hare.
Jacquard-woven
throw reverses—one
side shows animals
in color on an offwhite background,
the other off-white
animals on a color
background.
Fringed; measures
62" x 54" plus
fringe. 100% merino wool. Made
in Scotland.
D50071 Highlands Throw—Cow $179
D50072 Highlands Throw—Hare $179
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